
Sealed Mindset Video Training Series Session 6: Malfunctions  Dry Fire Practice Guide 
 
Session Goals: 

● Explore the topics learned in the Sealed Mindset Video Training Series Session 6: 
Malfunctions lesson 

● Increase our ability to effectively and accurately place rounds on target and 
increase our recoil management skill through proper body position 

● Educate our trigger fingers to correctly manipulate our trigger for effective 
firearms usage in a defensive encounter 

● Increase our ability to effectively clear a firearm malfunction 
● Increase our ability to safely manipulate and operate our defensive firearm in a 

DRY FIRE TRAINING environment 
 
Rules of Safety Review 

1. Muzzle Awareness 
a. Point your firearm where you WANT to point it 
b. DON’T point your firearm where you DON’T want to point it 

2. Trigger Finger Awareness 
a. Finger ON the trigger when the are sights aligned 
b. Finger OFF of the trigger when the sights are NOT aligned 

i. Two ways to align sights are: 
1. Front sight, rear sight, and your eye 
2. Specified body positions (Retention) 

3. Safety Selector Awareness 
a. If your firearm has an external safety device 

i. Muzzle pointed at the Threat, weapon on FIRE 
ii. Muzzle NOT pointed at the Threat, weapon on SAFE 

4. Insure ALL live ammunition is removed from the training space 
5. Insure that IF you are using a live firearm, that it is fully UNLOADED and 

CLEARED, including removing the magazine and checking that the chamber is 
empty 

6. Use good training tools if possible, at Sealed Mindset we use the SIRT Pistol from 
Next Level Training, and the resetting trigger system from Southwest Shooting 
Sports 

 
General Rules for ALL Courses of Fire (COF) 

● All targets are an 8.5x11” sheet of paper on the upper chest of a silhouette or 
simply taped to the wall 

○ Insure that you know what is beyond that wall incase you have a 
NEGLIGENT DISCHARGE 

○ We suggest using a wall that doesn’t have an adjacent room or building 
behind it 

● Distance to target is assumed to be 15 - 21 ft 
● Speed is always, and should be for all COFs, very very slow and definitive 
● Your accuracy should be very high during ALL of these COFs, no speed is 



necessary, you can make it your goal to keep all of the shots in as close a grouping 
as possible, if you’d like. HOWEVER, at Sealed Mindset, if the shot is on the 
8.5x11” sheet of paper, that was an “accurate” shot 

 
 
 

1. COF #1 - Draw Practice - SIRT PREFERRED 
a. Set Shot Timer, if available, to RANDOM with an initial buzzer between 2 

and 4 seconds 
b. Set the Shot Timer PAR time to 3 seconds 
c. On first Shot Timer buzzer, Draw, 3 SHOTS, reset, assess, and 360 Degree 

Check 
i. Continue to repeat this COF until shooter can consistently perform 

the Draw smoothly, while MEETING the PAR TIME 
ii. If you cannot make this PAR TIME, do not rush, slow down and 

focus on good fundamentals 
 

2. COF #2 - Draw plus Tactical Reload Practice - SIRT PREFERRED 
a. Set Shot Timer, if available, to RANDOM with an initial buzzer between 2 

and 4 seconds 
b. Set the Shot Timer PAR time to 3 seconds 
c. On first Shot Timer buzzer, Draw, 3 SHOTS, reset, assess, and 360 Degree 

Check 
d. Conduct a Tactical Reload and conduct another 360 Degree Check 

i. Continue to repeat this COF until shooter can consistently perform 
the Draw smoothly, while beating the PAR TIME 

ii. If you cannot make this PAR TIME, do not rush, slow down and 
focus on good fundamentals 

 
3. COF #3 - Draw plus Emergency Reload Practice - SIRT PREFERRED 

a. Set Shot Timer, if available, to RANDOM with an initial buzzer between 2 
and 4 seconds 

b. Set the Shot Timer PAR time to 4-5 seconds 
c. On the first Shot Timer buzzer, Draw, begin shooting 
d. Continue to shoot until the second Shot Timer buzzer, then EMERGENCY 

RELOAD, 3 Shots 
e. Reset, assess, and 360 Degree Check 
f. Holster 

i. Continue to repeat this COF until shooter can consistently perform 
the Draw smoothly, while MEETING the PAR TIME 

ii. If you cannot make this PAR TIME, do not rush, slow down and 
focus on good fundamentals 

 
4. COF #4 - Soft Malfunction Practice - SouthWest Shooting Sports Resetting 

Trigger Glock PREFERRED 



a. If you are using a live firearm, insure that you have either dummy rounds 
in the magazine or no magazine in the well at all 

b. Set Shot Timer, if available, to RANDOM with an initial buzzer between 4 
and 6 seconds 

c. No PAR Time 
d. Get into Full Presentation 
e. Using Support hand depress the Shot Timer activation button and return 

hand to firearm, begin shooting the firearm 
f. Continue to shoot until the Shot Timer buzzer, then SOFT MALFUNCTION 
g. Reset, assess, and 360 Degree Check 
h. Holster 

i. Continue to repeat this COF until shooter can consistently perform 
the Soft Malfunction smoothly 

 
5. COF #5 - Hard Malfunction Practice - SouthWest Shooting Sports Resetting 

Trigger Glock PREFERRED 
a. If you are using a live firearm, insure that you have either dummy rounds 

in the SECOND magazine know that your slide will lock to the rear upon 
final rack 

b. Spare magazine should be in pouch, pocket, or in your carry bag 
c. Set Shot Timer, if available, to RANDOM with an initial buzzer between 4 

and 6 seconds 
d. Set an 8 second PAR Time on the Shot Timer 
e. Get into Full Presentation 
f. Using Support hand depress the Shot Timer activation button and return 

hand to firearm, begin shooting the firearm 
g. Continue to shoot until the Shot Timer buzzer, then HARD MALFUNCTION 
h. Reset, assess, and 360 Degree Check 
i. Holster and reset your magazines 

i. Continue to repeat this COF until shooter can consistently perform 
the Hard Malfunction smoothly and complete the Hard Malfunction 
within the PAR Time 

ii. If the PAR Time is too fast, reduce it and focus on good 
mechanics instead of speed 

 
6. COF #6 - Hard Malfunction to Never Unarmed Practice - SouthWest 

Shooting Sports Resetting Trigger Glock PREFERRED 
a. If you are using a live firearm, insure that you have either dummy rounds 

in the SECOND magazine know that your slide will lock to the rear upon 
final rack 

b. Spare magazine should be in pouch, pocket, or in your carry bag 
c. Set Shot Timer, if available, to RANDOM with an initial buzzer between 4 

and 6 seconds 
d. Set an 3 second PAR Time on the Shot Timer 
e. Get into Full Presentation 



f. Using Support hand depress the Shot Timer activation button and return 
hand to firearm, begin shooting the firearm 

g. Continue to shoot until the Shot Timer buzzer, then HARD MALFUNCTION 
h. When SECOND Shot Timer buzzer sounds, IMMEDIATELY move to Never 

Unarmed techniques, like muzzle strikes or palm heel strikes 
i. Drive forward roughly 10 feet, disengage, 360 Check, 
j. Then complete your Hard Malfunction 
k. Holster and reset your magazines 

i. Continue to repeat this COF until shooter can consistently perform 
the Hard Malfunction smoothly and that you instantly respond with 
Never Unarmed techniques upon stimulus 


